Emission and Absorption Spectroscopy – Background
What is light? What are colors? These are simple and curious
questions, but have you ever stopped to think of the answers? In this
experiment you will probe the origins of light and colors, and hopefully
leave with a more meaningful appreciation of the visual sights you
encounter every day.
To understand light and colors, you must first understand the
difference between emission of light and absorption of light. Objects that
emit light include the sun, a light bulb, and the screen of a phone. Light
in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum is produced when electrons in an atom
transition from higher energy orbits to lower energy orbits (Fig. 2). The
moving electrons belong to the atoms that physically make up the object
emitting light; for the sun, those atoms are hydrogen and helium, in light
bulbs it is tungsten (incandescent filament) and mercury (fluorescent bulb),
and a variety of rare earth atoms (lanthanum, yttrium, etc.) are used in the
screen of a phone. The energy of the light emitted is equivalent to the
difference in energy between the two orbits. The color of the emitted light
is determined by the aforementioned emitted energy. Visible light of high
energy will appear violet to the human eye. A progressive decrease in
energy produces light that subsequently appears blue, green, yellow, orange, and finally the
lowest energy visible light appears red.
But most objects do not emit visible light, so why are they colored?
The sun and most light bulbs emit a nearly continuous spectrum of visible
colors. To the naked eye, the combined colors appear as "white" light. An
object that is colored white appears so because it is reflecting all colors of
light toward your eye. An object that appears to be red is reflecting only red
light toward your eye, or perhaps reflecting a combination of light that
appears red. So if an object is reflecting only the red colored light present
in "white" light, what happened to all the other colors emitted from the light
source? The colors that are not reflected are instead absorbed by the object.
Atomic absorption of light is surprisingly similar to atomic emission
of light. Atoms of the object (like the atoms in the red paint covering the fire hydrant) can
absorb light energy, thereby promoting electrons to higher energy orbits; the opposite process of
atomic emission. Since every kind of atom has a different electronic
configuration, the wavelengths of light absorbed or emitted by an atom
are unique to that element. It is like an atomic fingerprint. The
fingerprint recorded by looking at the wavelengths and intensities of light
an atom emits is called the atomic emission spectrum. The fingerprint
recorded by measuring the unique wavelengths and intensities of light an
atom absorbs is called the atomic absorption spectrum. For gaseous
atoms, these spectra will be a series of discrete "lines" of different
energies (wavelengths, frequencies) that can be detected throughout the
electromagnetic spectrum.
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Measuring Wavelengths in Atomic Spectra
In this experiment you will be looking at the emission spectra of several different
elements. These elements are present in sealed glass tubes which contain a pure gas of the given
element, like hydrogen, helium, neon, etc. The tubes are placed in a special holder that passes an
electrical current from one end of the tube to the other, like in a neon street sign. The electricity
passing through the gas excites the electrons in the atoms and promotes them to higher energy
levels, so the gas may emit light when the electron eventually relaxes to a lower energy level.
To observe the light emitted from the tubes, you will use the instrument shown in Figure
5. Light from one lamp will be directed through the hole shown in Figure 5b, and light from a
second lamp will be directed through a fiber optic cable (Fig. 5c).

When looking through the front of the spectroscope (Fig. 5a) you will observe spectra like that in
Figure 6.

In Figure 6, two separate emission spectra are shown. The top spectrum is that of hydrogen,
while the bottom spectrum is from helium. The top spectrum will always be from the light
directed through the hole in Figure 5b, while the bottom spectrum will always come from the
light directed through the fiber optic cable (Fig. 5c). Your goal is to determine the wavelengths
of light shown in the top spectrum by using the bottom spectrum as a reference. Throughout
today's experiment, the top spectrum will vary, but the bottom reference spectrum will always be
that of helium.
To determine the wavelengths of light shown in the top spectrum (Fig 6a), you will use a
program called ImageJ. ImageJ is a photographic pixel density program free to download from
the National Institutes of Health (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). To begin, you will record spectra
like that in Figure 6 by taking its picture through the viewport (Fig. 5a) using your cell phone
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camera. To use ImageJ follow the proceeding steps:
1. Download ImageJ to your personal computer and open, or open the pre-installed program on
a lab computer. You will see the following toolbar (key controls have been circled here).

2. Click on File and choose Open. Select the spectrum photo from the camera memory card
inserted in the computer, or import it via USB cable.
3. Click on the rectangle below File in the ImageJ toolbar. Using the mouse, draw a rectangle
around the bottom helium reference spectrum, taking care that the rectangle is long
enough to subsequently surround all of the spectral lines of the top spectrum. (Fig. 8).

4. Click Analyze on the ImageJ toolbar, and chose Plot Profile. ImageJ will draw a pixel
intensity profile of the helium reference spectrum (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. ImageJ pixel intensity profile of the helium spectrum.

5. Determine the pixel position of each of the reference spectrum lines. You can identify the
peak of each spectral line by placing your mouse on top of the peak, or by clicking the
List button at the lower left of the pixel profile display. You can scroll up or down to
locate the exact position of the center of each spectral line.
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6. Record the ImageJ pixel value for each band of light (each peak in Fig. 9). You will use these
pixel values to generate a calibration curve later.
7. In ImageJ, click on the spectrum window. Use the up arrow key (↑) to move the box
surrounding the helium spectrum straight up so that it surrounds the upper spectrum
(Fig. 10). It is not essential to enclose the entire height of the top spectrum, but it is
essential to move the box straight up so that it remains in horizontal pixel alignment with
the helium reference spectrum. YOU CANNOT MOVE THE BOX STRAIGHT UP
WITH THE MOUSE.

8. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 to record the pixel positions for the top spectrum.
For each gas that you analyze today, helium will be used as the bottom reference
spectrum. The helium spectrum will be used to build a calibration curve to determine the
wavelengths of the spectral lines from the gas sample in the upper spectrum. You must generate
a new calibration curve for every new gas that you analyze.
Calibration Curve
Imagine if you were to measure the mass of an unknown object using a balance that
displayed a mass, but no unit. What does the unitless mass mean? In short, it means nothing
unless you provide some frame of reference for that number. If you were to then obtain a series
of unitless masses (using the same balance) for objects of known mass (with known unit), you
could compare the recorded mass of the unknown to those of the knowns. Now your unitless
mass has some meaning.
This sort of scenario is actually rather common in chemistry. In fact, you can see in
Figure 6 that there is no scale from which to measure the wavelength of each emission band. In
a case like this, a "calibration curve" must be generated prior to any data acquisition from
unknowns. A calibration curve is a method used to determine some measurable quantity of an
unknown by comparing the unknown to a series of samples of known quantity.
The purpose of the bottom, fiber optic spectrum in Figure 6 is to serve as a known
reference from which we can generate a calibration curve, to eventually determine the unknown
wavelengths for each line in the upper spectrum. Using the ImageJ program and the bottom
reference spectrum (that of helium), the pixel position of each emitted line can be plotted against
the known wavelengths for helium emission (Fig. 11).
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Figure 11. Known wavelength values for the emission of helium. Use these same
values when generating your own calibration curves.

In Excel, plot the known wavelengths (x-axis) versus the pixel position of the emission
band (y-axis), generated from ImageJ. The pixel position values from your helium spectrum will
likely be different from those shown below (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. Plot helium known wavelengths vs. ImageJ pixel position to generate the calibration curve.

A linear calibration curve is produced with an equation of the form y = mx + b. The equation in
the example above can be thought of as:
pixel position = (2.6864)(wavelength) – 933.42

(1)

Rearranging the equation to solve for wavelength gives:
wavelength

pixel position 933.42
2.6864

(2)

Now the pixel position of each emitted line from the top spectrum (that of hydrogen) can be
plugged into equation 2, and the wavelength can be determined. Keep in mind that the example
shown above is just that, an example; you must generate your own calibration curve from your
own data. Also remember that you must generate separate calibration curves for every gas that
you analyze because one cell phone picture is not comparable to another.
(1) Image copyright belongs to Harvest/Capitol Records and/or Storm Thorgerson and George Hardie (graphic
artists). Its use here (nonprofit educational) qualifies as fair use under United States copyright law.
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Emission and Absorption Spectroscopy – Procedure
Purpose: In this experiment, emission and absorption spectra are examined to:
• learn to calibrate a spectroscope with a known spectral source, and use this calibration
curve to identify unknown spectral lines with an accuracy of about 1 nm.
• test the validity of the simple Bohr model for the hydrogen atom.
• compare and contrast the absorption spectra of aqueous solutions of compounds to those
of gas phase emission spectra.
Procedure:
There are three stations
located around the lab with MicroLab
spectroscope setups (Fig. 1). Two of
the stations are for recording atomic
emission spectra, while the other
station is for recording atomic
absorption spectra. Each emission
station will have one helium lamp
and one hydrogen lamp. Other lamps
(Ne, Ar, Kr, Hg, etc.) will be present
at the emission stations, but will vary
between the stations. You will have 15 minutes to complete your work at each station. You will
use your cell phone camera to record the emission spectra. Prepare the camera settings to take
low-light pictures with the highest sensitivity and quality. Do not use flash.
Part 1. Emission Spectra Stations
As discussed in the Background, the MicroLab spectroscope is capable of simultaneously
displaying two emission spectra. The ball at the end of the fiber optic cable (Fig. 1c) should be
aimed at the helium lamp (off to the side), while the spectroscope itself should be in line with the
hydrogen lamp. Check that this is so, and make adjustments if necessary. Adjust the height of
the spectroscope so the light input (Fig. 1b) is in line with the tapered portion of the hydrogen
lamp. You should now have maximum light throughput when looking through the front of the
spectroscope (Fig. 1a).
*** Make sure the fiber optic cable never touches any lamp bulb. ***
The heat will sear through the cable!
While peering through the front of the spectroscope, direct your gaze left or right and you
should see the emission spectra of both lamps (see Background for an example). The upper
spectrum is from the hydrogen lamp, while the bottom spectrum is that of helium (directed
through the fiber optic cable). Use your cell phone camera to take a picture of the spectra. Hold
the lens of the camera close to the viewport and try to block spillover light from the emission
lamps. You will likely have to take many pictures to ensure a quality image. Everyone should
acquire a photograph of the hydrogen emission (top spectrum) referenced to the helium emission
(bottom spectrum). Your instructor may choose to have you collect other data from the
following options.
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Optional Emission Exercises:
A. Acquire an emission spectrum photograph of the other lamps at your station. In each case,
keep the fiber optic cable aimed at the helium lamp, but move a new lamp in front of the
spectroscope.
*** Turn off any lamp before you attempt to move it. ***
Be careful! The bulb will be hot, and it is fragile.
B. View the emission spectra of the other lamps at your station, but don’t take photographs.
Instead, record qualitative observations like the color and intensity of some of the
emission bands.
C. Use the large "vintage" spectroscope to view any emission tubes not currently used by
another student. Although it is old, this spectroscope gives highly focused, well
separated emission bands. Record qualitative observations like the color and intensity of
some of the emission bands.
Part 2. Absorption Spectra Station
At this station, a third MicroLab spectroscope will
be used to qualitatively observe absorption spectra of
various ionic compounds dissolved in water. A simple
white light source will be used instead of an atomic
emission lamp, and there is no need for the fiber optic
cable. First, look through the spectroscope and observe
how the light source is separated into its component
wavelengths and colors. Is there a difference between the
light emitted from this bulb and the others you observed?
Record observations. Next, insert a vial of colored
solution into the spectroscope, like in Figure 2. What colors are transmitted through the aqueous
solution, and what colors were absorbed? Record all of these observations in your notebook.
You may look through the spectroscope while removing/inserting the vial to get a clear idea of
the wavelengths absorbed.
Observe the absorption spectra for all
five aqueous solutions: Na2CrO4(aq),
Ni(NO3)2(aq), CuSO4(aq), KMnO4(aq), and
Co(NO3)2(aq). To the naked eye, what is the
color of each solution? Use Table 1 and
your recorded absorption observations to
understand why the solution is the color that
it appears to be.

Table 1. The relationship between colors absorbed
and observed.
color absorbed

wavelength range
absorbed (nm)

color observed

violet

400-435

yellow-green

blue

435-480

yellow

green-blue

480-490

orange

blue-green

490-500

red

green

500-560

purple

yellow-green

560-580

violet

yellow

580-595

blue

orange

595-605

green-blue

red

605-750

blue-green

Summarized from Thermospectronic “Basic UV/Vis Theory, Concepts
and Applications.”
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Data Analysis & Calculations:
1. Load your H2(g)/He(g) spectral photograph into ImageJ and determine the pixel positions for
the He spectrum. Record the pixel positions as data. See Background for step-by-step
instructions how to do this.
2. Generate a calibration curve for the helium spectrum. Plot your He pixel positions against the
accepted wavelength of each emission band. See Background for specifics. Use a linear
trendline and include the equation and R2 value on the plot. Give your plot a title and
label the axes.
3. Use ImageJ to obtain the pixel positions of the hydrogen spectrum. Record these as data.
Then use the equation of your calibration curve to calculate the nanometer wavelength
values for the hydrogen emission bands. Again, see Background for an example.
(Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for every emission spectrum recorded.)
4. Use your calculated H2(g) wavelengths and Figure 3 to determine the shell-to-shell(ni → nf)
transitions that you actually observed from the hydrogen lamp.

5. Use the wavelengths in Figure 3 to calculate a percent error for each hydrogen emission
wavelength.
6. Use the Rydberg equation (eq. 1) to calculate the energy (kJ/mole) associated with each
electron transition in the hydrogen atom.
1
1
ΔE -2.179 10-18 J 2
n f n i2

(1)

Conclusion:
Report the calculated wavelengths for hydrogen emission, along with the shell-to-shell
transitions observed. Were your calculated wavelengths close to the accepted values? What
errors are possibly present in this experiment? What did you observe from the other emission
lamps? Can you make a general statement regarding atomic emission of different elements?
How can astronomers identify elements present in faraway planets or stars? Lastly, discuss the
relationship between absorbed light and observed color with regards to the colored solutions.
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